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Part 1  Foreword

F ollowing the Administration's inception on January 28, 2000, the

Communications and Information Division has been launched to

perfect the progress of the Administration's command, control,

communication, computer, information, intelligence, surveillance, and

reconnaissance systems.  Throughout the period, the state of the Trea-

sury and manpower capacity has been taken into account, the imple-

mentation so far has yielded the wired and wireless electronic network

development and adjustment operations, which are used to link to the

police intelligence, armed forces and public network exchanges.  It has

poised to enhance various duty command and administrative contract

functions.  A Coast Guard information system has been instilled, en-

compassing Coast Guard WWW Internet infrastructure, single-window

connection to the government information Web site, electronic govern-

ment document automation environment, security inspection informa-

tion system, Coast Guard system open gold key infrastructure and

PKI&CA authentication organization, and related data security strength-

ening move and the like), sought to perfect the Coast Guard informa-

tion system's development framework, which further showcases the

inseparable networking dependency.  Yet when faced with such a large

volume of communications and information systems, how best to de-

velop the Administration's overall data and communications security

protection system with an innovative planning approach has emerged

as an urgent matter that cannot be put off any further.  And in light of

which, the administration has since July 1, 2005 revamped and launched

a full time unit, the data and communications security section, in a move

to provide more thorough safeguard for administration data and com-

munications security protection.

Yet when compared with conventional criminal acts, Internet
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criminal acts are more difficult to trace and sentence the crime, and ex-

actly because of this, when it comes to data security protection in the

Internet environment, there is a certain level of difficulty and gap in

recognition to most people, as most tend to believe that the only trust-

worthy means seems to install adequate security encryption equipment

that would poise to derive a higher level of data security protection.

Yet certain myths seem to linger in the move for data confidentiality

and security, entrapping a majority of people to a confusing state with-

out realizing it.  The article anticipates to itemize and alleviate some of

the common misconceptions in an attempt to prevent people from be-

ing entrapped in the myths, and to further provide the correct aware-

ness of it.

Part II  The myths surrounding data security

I. Are passkeys safe?

As most people tend to mistaken that it is secure when a system

can only be entered by putting in a password, yet this is a

misconception, for passwords can easily be detected and tem-

pered with, where a trespasser can guess the password given a

longer period of time, while password tracking program is an-

other commonly used technique for detecting passwords, allow-

ing a trespasser to hack a system at any time, and a password

change could not prevent a hacker from subsequent hacking.

Therefore a well secured filing control system using a randomly

produced password and being used only once should be the best.

Yet this structure faces the problems of user's habit and construc-

tion investment and will not be easily constructed.

II. Is encryption during transmission enough?

Another commonly misunderstood concept rests on that only

secure confidentiality is needed when transmitting data with

outside lines, where the encryption device merely provides lim-

ited protection and can hardly tackle certain inexplicable blind

spots in security monitoring.  Therefore, a secure and confiden-

tial system not only needs to fend off menacing outside threats

but also need to eradicate fully any potential harm hidden to

make it a foolproof strategy.
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A particular reminder is that the security confidentiality devices

for outside linkup merely provides confidentiality on two ends

of a data transmission, but it falls short of offering any protec-

tion when it comes to the biggest security blind spot at the trans-

mission and receiving end and at any given nodes along a net-

working path.  Data security confidentiality calls for integrating

system and application segments, allowing them to be more

efficient; in other words, an efficient principle calls for pairing a

particular application with a fitting security confidentiality sys-

tem in order to make it sound.

III. Would encrypted data be enough to prevent unauthorized

tempering?

Another common erroneous concept lies in reckoning that data

encryption would ensure confidentiality and intactness, the truth

remains that it would not necessarily do so; suppose when pass-

key management has been securely executed, data encryption

only serves to prevent certain people from unauthorized

accessing.  Nor relying on data encryption alone is enough to

prevent the data from being tempered, but only makes it slightly

more difficult; message authentication code is perhaps the only

comprehensive method to ensure message and data are kept

intact.

Nevertheless, it isn't easy to validate whether a unique passkey

management is absolutely safe, much like trying to disprove the

existence of a counterproof.  In short, it is best to add data en-

cryption to retain message confidentiality, and the intactness of

messages is depend upon message authentication, and a deter-

minant in the effective execution of the two techniques rests on

securing a secure passkey management framework.

IV. Do exclusive lines and complex communications protocol help

to guarantee data security?

Many networks utilize exclusive lines for connecting the nodes

of two sides, given that a key reason for choosing exclusive line

has been the stability and security, when compared with the cost

of exchanging through public lines.  However, the proposal has

not been as simple, for exclusive lines do not aid to data

confidentiality, and could be more susceptible to breach than

using public exchanging networks.

When leasing an exclusive line, the communications provider

does not install a physical exclusive line between the two end ,

but rather making a promise on the line provided with a certain

bandwidth to be maintained at all times, thus making practical-

ity and economical the sole reason for subscribing exclusive line,

rather than its security feature.

V. Does the open gold key poise to solve all security concerns?

The conventional passkey rule is referred to as the symmetrical

encryption method, for the same gold key is used in encryption

and decryption processes.  Yet another new encryption rule is

being widely used, which is referred to as the open gold key or

nonsymmetrical passkey.  Therefore, it can be applied to encryp-

tion using open gold key and store it in established catalogs.
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Suppose a certain length of a gold key is being used, then the

security of a symmetrical computation method would be higher

than that of an open gold key computation method; therefore, in

order to achieve the same grade of security, the length of open

gold key structure and gold key data would have to be

lengthened, and how best to maintain the gold key intact dur-

ing the process of transmitting an open gold key would become

a critical issue.

In all, open gold key framework calls for the design of a unique

gold key management mode; such management mode would

likely differ from the conventional encryption methods, but does

not warrant it as a relatively easier management mode.

VI. Have the data encryption criteria outdated?

Data cryptology computation method, or the generally known

data encryption standard (DES) is more or less under criticism,

as many renowned mathematicians, scholars, computer science

experts and cryptologists have attempted, in years, to try to de-

code the data encryption standard (DES); yet to put it in another

manner, besides suing a weak key or semi-weak key, there has

not been any major breakthrough, meaning that DES remains

rather trustworthy having endure the test of time and the criti-

cal assessment of many.

In recent years, as decoding methods have undergo significant

progress and are able to achieve significant breakthrough, de-

coding contingent programs is no longer classified as one of the

most difficult problems to solve, meaning the so-called non-quali-

tative multiple time class complete (NP-complete).  Yet suppose

a rapid contingent equation decoding computation method has

been discovered, then RSA-based security control systems will

be exposed completely, yet suppose DES has been decoded, the

alternative substitution computation method does no necessary

cause drastic changes to the security control structure, warrant-

ing DES's open analysis and its acclaims to be reassured.

Ominously, DES remains trustworthy, and will continue to be a

computational doctrine in the business sector.

VII.Can security confidentiality be achieved merely through

software?

Using software to achieve encryption, signal authentication, user

identity identification and other scrambling functions do pro-

vide a good incentive, being that on (one) the one hand, it is

easier to design, on the other, it helps to weed out complex firm-

ware interface and peripheral communication load.  Yet when it

comes to viruses hidden within, it guarantees virtually very little.

For example, being that the most sensitive data on ATM ma-

chines that offer inter-bank withdrawal function has been the

withdrawer's password, thus the security monitoring function

an ATM machine provides would be password verification and

secured transmission, and passkey decoding function will not

show up.  In such way, a system operator with ill intent to sabo-

tage will not be able to do much harm as hindered by restric-
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tions of the security control.

VIII.Would the presence of firewalls enough to keep all viruses at

bay?

"We've gotten the firewall" has become a safety field that every

manager touts, yet in reality, a majority of firms that suffered

grave security breaches have all had the firewall installed; in light

that a host of vicious programming is spreading at an alarming

speed through the World Wide Web Internet, the conventional

virus code viral protection technology would become nearly

obsolete when faced with these new types of viruses or mali-

cious programs.  The truth is that many newer forms of worms

and their variations are competing head on with the firewalls

and anti-virus software, as they deliberately and carefully pen-

etrate the firewall and circumvent the anti-virus software

detection, which also render the common firewalls and anti-vi-

rus software to be literally useless.

Yet it is not to discount that anti-virus software and firewalls

could help to greatly reduce business risks, coupled with net-

working division, bastion host that serve to create resistance

through the router or a network portal, coordinated with func-

tions such as shutting down an IE browser's active scripting, all

of which do serve to provide significant yields.

Naturally as human factor is something that technology cannot

fully address, and many worms and viruses are gearing at hu-

man weaknesses, besides many of the Microsoft applicable pro-

grams do not come with a comprehensive security feature, all of

which have contributed to the rampant running of computer vi-

rus infection.  In the U.S. Enron incident, in spite that the com-

pany has had a comprehensive internal control and internal au-

dit system, yet to tap into the bottom of the incident, the truth

remains that organization culture and personnel management

could be the true determinant in securing data security.
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Part III  Recapitulation

As computer networking has become indispensable in the

government's move to embrace a computerized administration era, ev-

eryone remains preoccupied with the importance of data security, yet

few could come up with a viable solution for addressing the issue of

networking security.  As far as the Administration is concerned, a closer

look of the Administration's various data and communication security

protective devices, such as the firewall, trespass detection, open gold

key infrastructure, identity recognition, single authentication, data

encryption, anti-virus software and the like, which are all present, yet

equipment room personnel are strapped in handling the demands, little

else having the wits to address whether the objective of enforcing data

security has been to ensure a dependable quality of various online

exchanges, and the instilled system is capable of responding in the event

of sabotage, in order to prevent the system from being interrupted, or

confidential data from being misused and the like.

As a whole, the domain of data security remains very broad-based,

and no one single vendor is capable of providing an encompassing pro-

tective device, so one shan't be mislead to believe that anti-virus pro-

gram and firewalls equate to data security.  In fact, safety remains a

multi tasking environment, where a few essential steps can be synchro-

nized or interacted, including the design for a data security manage-

ment framework, the instilment of data security methods and solution

proposals, as well as the instilment of an audit system and the like.

At the opportune time when the Administration has just launched

a data and communications security section, which not only aims to

showcase the Administration's emphasis on data and communications

security, but it is also important to continue revamping and integrating

various administration information resources, more than instilling an

administration-wide data security policy but also to bring in a data se-

curity management and authentication system.  Among them, applica-

tion authentication remains an objective worth pursuing, and more im-

portantly it rests on the Administration's preparation process, which

would allow all units and organizations to truly discern the importance

of data security, and would in turn seek adequate management proce-

dures that would be conducive to spawn a consistent data safety culture,

which would serve as a correct attitude toward the administration's

pending induction of a data safety management system and authenti-

cation process.
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